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Why quantum chemistry on quantum computers?

Understanding

Control



Quantum simulation to discover guiding principles for 
catalytic activity

Nitrogenase enzyme

“FeMoco”

Quantum Mechanically: ~100 ideal qubits for solution

Photo-induced catalysis of water

From Galli, University of Chicago

Nature’s answer to Haber Process
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These solids are very difficult to calculate with classical computers

Superconductivity in MRI 

magnets and wires for 

current transmission

Strongly correlated materials 

are used in battery materials

Electron correlation in materials drives many technologies

be the most important open problem in the understanding of quantum
materials, and it is here that radically new ideas, including those derived
from recently developed non-perturbative studies in string theory, may
be useful.

More unique to the copper oxides is the behaviour observed in a range
of temperatures immediately above Tc in what is referred to as the
‘pseudogap’ regime. It is characterized by a substantial suppression of the
electronic density of states at low energies that cannot be simply related to
the occurrence of any form of broken symmetry. Although much about
this regime is still unclear, convincing experimental evidence has recently
emerged that there are strong and ubiquitous tendencies towards several
sorts of order or incipient order, including various forms of charge-
density-wave, spin-density-wave, and electron-nematic order. There is
also suggestive, but far from definitive, evidence of several sorts of novel
order—that is, never before documented patterns of broken symmetry—
including orbital loop current order and a spatially modulated super-
conducting phase referred to as a ‘pair-density wave’. There are many
fascinating aspects of these ‘intertwined orders’ that remain to be under-
stood, but their existence and many aspects of their general structure were
anticipated by theory7. Superconducting fluctuations also have an important
role in part of this regime, although to an extent that is still much debated.

The high-temperature superconducting phase itself has a pattern of
broken symmetry that is distinct from that of conventional superconduc-
tors. Unlike in conventional s-wave superconductors, the superconduct-
ing wavefunction in the copper oxides has d-wave symmetry8,9, that is, it
changes sign upon rotation by 90u. Associated with this ‘unconventional
pairing’ is the existence of zero energy (gapless) quasiparticle excitations
at the lowest temperatures, which make even the thermodynamic prop-
erties entirely distinct from those of conventional superconductors (which
are fully gapped). The reasons for this, and its relation to a proximate anti-
ferromagnetic phase, are now well understood, and indeed were also anti-
cipated early on by some theories10–12. However, while various attempts

to obtain a semiquantitative estimate of Tc have had some success13, there
are important reasons to consider this problem still substantially unsolved.

Highly correlated electrons in the copper oxides
The chemistry of the copper oxides amplifies the Coulomb repulsions
between electrons. The two-dimensional copper oxide layers (Fig. 3) are
separated by ionic, electronically inert, buffer layers. The stoichiometric
‘parent’ compound (Fig. 2, zero doping) has an odd-integer number of
electrons per CuO2 unit cell (Fig. 3). The states formed in the CuO2 unit
cells are sufficiently well localized that, as would be the case in a collec-
tion of well-separated atoms, it takes a large energy (the Hubbard U) to
remove an electron from one site and add it to another. This effect pro-
duces a ‘traffic jam’ of electrons14. An insulator produced by this classical
jamming effect is referred to as a ‘‘Mott insulator’’15. However, even a
localized electron has a spin whose orientation remains a dynamical degree
of freedom. Virtual hopping of these electrons produces, via the Pauli
exclusion principle, an antiferromagnetic interaction between neighbour-
ing spins. This, in turn, leads to a simple (Néel) ordered phase below room
temperature, in which there are static magnetic moments on the Cu sites
with a direction that reverses from one Cu to the next16,17.

The Cu-O planes are ‘doped’ by changing the chemical makeup of
interleaved ‘charge-reservoir’ layers so that electrons are removed (hole-
doped) or added (electron-doped) to the copper oxide planes (see the
horizontal axis of Fig. 2). In the interest of brevity, we will confine our
discussion to hole-doped systems. Hole doping rapidly suppresses the
antiferromagnetic order. At a critical doping of pmin, superconductivity
sets in, with a transition temperature that grows to a maximum at popt,
then declines for higher dopings and vanishes for pmax (Fig. 2). Materials
with p , popt are referred to as underdoped and those with popt , p are
referred to as overdoped.

It is important to recognize that the strong electron repulsions that
cause the undoped system to be an insulator (with an energy gap of 2 eV)
are still the dominant microscopic interactions, even in optimally doped
copper oxide superconductors. This has several general consequences. The
resulting electron fluid is ‘highly correlated’, in the sense that for an elec-
tron to move through the crystal, other electrons must shift to get out of
its way. In contrast, in the Fermi liquid description of simple metals, the
quasiparticles (which can be thought of as ‘dressed’ electrons) propagate
freely through an effective medium defined by the rest of the electrons.
The failure of the quasiparticle paradigm is most acute in the ‘strange metal’
regime, that is, the ‘normal’ state out of which the pseudogap and the
superconducting phases emerge when the temperature is lowered. None-
theless, in some cases, despite the strong correlations, an emergent Fermi
liquid arises at low temperatures. This is especially clear in the overdoped
regime (Fig. 2). But recently it has been shown that even in underdoped
materials, at temperatures low enough to quench superconductivity by
the application of a high magnetic field, emergent Fermi liquid behaviour
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Figure 2 | Phase diagram. Temperature versus hole doping level for the
copper oxides, indicating where various phases occur. The subscript ‘onset’
marks the temperature at which the precursor order or fluctuations become
apparent. TS, onset (dotted green line), TC, onset and TSC, onset (dotted red line for
both) refer to the onset temperatures of spin-, charge and superconducting
fluctuations, while T* indicates the temperature where the crossover to the
pseudogap regime occurs. The blue and green regions indicate fully developed
antiferromagnetic order (AF) and d-wave superconducting order (d-SC)
setting in at the Néel and superconducting transition temperatures TN and Tc,
respectively. The red striped area indicates the presence of fully developed
charge order setting in at TCDW. TSDW represents the same for incommensurate
spin density wave order. Quantum critical points for superconductivity and
charge order are indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 3 | Crystal structure. Layered copper oxides are composed of CuO2

planes, typically separated by insulating spacer layers. The electronic structure
of these planes primarily involves hybridization of a 3dx2 { y2 hole on the
copper sites with planar-coordinated 2px and 2py oxygen orbitals.
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FeS enzymatic active center

Molecular magnets used in 

hard drive coating

Spin-crossover and molecular switches

Electron correlation ubiquitous in biology and chemistry

These molecules are a challenge to calculate with classical computers



Electron correlation problem in quantum chemistry

The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large part of physics and the 
whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty is only that the exact application of 

these laws leads to equations much too complicated to be soluble.

-Paul Dirac



Solving quantum chemistry: An exponential problem
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An exaflop in 2021 gives us only a factor of 10 performance…
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Expanding toolset for chemical sciences

Machine learning in chemistry and materials for discovery 

Quantum computing to tackle exponential complexity

Discovery of new materials, molecular systems and pathways

Machine 
learning

HPC Software 
Development

Quantum 
Computing



Quantum chemistry on quantum computers

Simulating evolution of a quantum system on a classical computer 
in an efficient way is impossible (Feynman, 1982)

Feynman proposed idea of universal quantum simulators
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FIG. 1 (color online) Schematic representation of a quantum
system and a corresponding quantum simulator. The quan-
tum state |�(0)i evolves to |�(t)i via the unitary transfor-
mation U = exp{�i~Hsyst}. The quantum simulator evolves
from the state | (0)i to | (t)i via U 0 = exp{�i~Hsimt}. The
simulator is designed such that there is a mapping between the
simulator and the simulated system, in particular the map-
pings |�(0)i $ | (0)i, |�(t)i $ | (t)i and U $ U 0. While
the simulated system may not be controllable (or not exper-
imentally accessible in some cases), the quantum simulator
is. Namely, the initial state | (0)i can be prepared, the uni-
tary evolution U 0 can be engineered, and the final state | (t)i
can be measured. The result of this measurement provides
information about the simulated system. The color arrows
denote the controllable operations. The solid black arrows
describe the time evolution of the system and the simulator.
The dashed arrows indicate the correspondence between the
quantum states of the simulator and the simulated system.

system can be simulated. The basic idea of quantum
simulation is represented schematically in Figure 1.

IV. DIGITAL AND ANALOG QUANTUM SIMULATION

The advantage of quantum simulators over classical
devices is that, being quantum systems themselves, they
are capable of storing large amounts of information in a
relatively small amount of physical space. For example,
the storage capacity of N qubits is exponentially larger
than that of N classical bits. Going back to the exam-
ple given in the previous section, the quantum state of
N = 40 spin-1/2 particles, which would require a 4TB
classical memory register, can be represented by a 40-
qubit (i.e. 5-quantum-byte) register. If the time evolu-
tion of the simulator reproduces the time evolution of
the simulated system, the desired final state can be ob-
tained without the need for numerically exponentiating
a 2N ⇥ 2N matrix. This sounds very promising, but the
quantum simulation problem is not really solved unless
the initial state preparation, the implementation of the
time evolution and the measurement are realized using

only polynomial resources. The importance of measure-
ment must be stressed because the success of quantum
simulation ultimately depends on the ability to extract
useful information from the simulator. As will be dis-
cussed later, these are not easy tasks, even for quantum
simulators.

A. Digital quantum simulation (DQS)

We consider the well-known circuit model for quan-
tum computation (Nielsen and Chuang, 2000). First, the
wavefunction |�i has to be encoded using the computa-
tional basis, i.e., as a superposition of binary bit strings.
A very simple example is the simulation of spin-1/2 parti-
cles. Each particle is represented by a qubit: the spin-up
state |"i is encoded as the qubit state |1i, and the spin-
down state |#i as |0i. For example, the three-spin state
|�i = |""#i is represented in the simulator by | i = |110i.
In order to obtain | (t)i = exp{�i~Ht} | (0)i, U =

exp{�i~Ht} must be applied to the initial state. The
complicated many-qubit unitary transformation U is
implemented through the application of a sequence of
single- and two-qubit gates (we will come back and dis-
cuss the decomposition of U into these simple gates
shortly). Such a circuit-based quantum simulation recre-
ating the evolution | (0)i ! | (t)i is usually referred
to as digital quantum simulation (DQS). Some of the
representative studies on DQS are (Abrams and Lloyd,
1997; Lidar and Biham, 1997; Lloyd, 1996; Marzuoli and
Rasetti, 2002; Ortiz et al., 2001; Raeisi et al., 2012;
Somma et al., 2002; Terhal and DiVincenzo, 2000; Ver-
straete et al., 2009; Wiesner, 1996; Zalka, 1998a,b).

Since any unitary operation can be written in terms of
universal quantum gates, it follows that in principle “any-
thing” can be simulated, i.e. DQS is universal (Lloyd,
1996). However, it must be noted that not any unitary
operation can be e�ciently simulated (that is with poly-
nomial resources) and, therefore, there are Hamiltonians
that cannot be e�ciently simulated in this way. Nev-
ertheless, it is possible to e�ciently simulate any finite-
dimensional local Hamiltonian. This is particularly im-
portant since all local spin systems, and all Hamiltonians
that can be e�ciently mapped to such systems, are in-
cluded in this class. In other words, although not all
mathematically allowed Hamiltonians can be simulated
e�ciently, those that appear in most physical theories
can be simulated e�ciently. Note that finding an e�cient
decomposition in terms of universal gates can in itself be
a di�cult problem (Daskin and Kais, 2011). Further-
more, it must be stressed that the implemented unitary
operation (i.e. that obtained from the decomposition into
single- and two-qubit gates) is generally an approxima-
tion of the desired unitary evolution. In principle, this
approximation can be made arbitrarily accurate (by re-
fining the decomposition), but this comes at the cost of
an ever-increasing number of gates.

Although DQS algorithms rely on applying a time-



Quantum chemistry and quantum computers
are a great match

Quantum simulations on quantum computers can 
revolutionize the field of computational chemistry

• Theory and algorithmic work since 2000
• First demonstration in 2010

Classical: Exponential cost    vs    Quantum: Polynomial cost

Aspuru-Guzik, Dutoi, Love, Head-Gordon, Science 309, 1704–1707 (2005). 



Algorithms for chemistry evolving rapidly

Bounding computational complexity 
ever more tightly, from O(N11) in 2013 
to O(N3)-O(N) in 2017
Source: McClean & Babbush (Google)

Adapting algorithms to 
achieve useful accuracy with 
imperfect qubits

Benefits of interdisciplinary collaboration

Quantum Subspace expansion 

to allow for simulation of excited 

state and error mitigation
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Diverse qubits and quantum hardware available

SOLID STATE



Quantum computing at Berkeley Laboratory

Entanglement between disciplines

• 8-Qubit ring topology with nearest-neighbor coupling

• Independent control and simultaneous readout

• Measured lifetimes (T
2
) consistently > 60 ms

Collaboration with Quantum Nanoelectronics Lab at UC Berkeley
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Berkeley Laboratory testbed roadmap

Current
SOTA

Our focus for next 3-5 Years:
- Quantum computing with Co-Design for

science
- Platform for software design, algorithm 

development, and characterization

Commercial focus towards:
Universal Quantum Computing
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Coherence Time & Fidelity

- Robust control & stable qubits

- Algorithm timescale problem

Number of Qubits
Information Extraction

- Translate input/output

- Full readout loses advantage

MeasurementEvolutionPrep | � {| i� , Ei}

Tradeoffs in quantum computation for scientific discovery

Tradeoffs in generality, coherence 

time, operation speed

Physical Qubit errors > 10 
-4

Classical Bit errors < 10 
-10



Hybrid approaches to use strength of all available tools

Can circumvent coherence time and compute errors 



Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE)

QPU
Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2

CPU
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Adjust the parameters for the next input state

A Variational Eigenvalue Solver On A Photonic Quantum Processor
Peruzzo†, McClean†, Shadbolt, Yung, Zhou, Love, Aspuru-Guzik, O’Brien († Equal Contribution by authors) 

Nature Communications (2014)

42.02



VQE Challenge: Stochastic optimization



Quantum Subspace Expansion (QSE)
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Extra Quantum Measurements

HC = SCE

Classical Generalized Eigenvalue Problem

Excited State Energy and Properties

Hybrid Quantum-Classical Hierarchy for Mitigation of Decoherence and Determination of Excited States
McClean, J.R., Schwartz, M.E, Carter, J., de Jong, W.A. 

Physical Review A 95 (4), 042308 (2017)



Accurate H2 with excited states

Work with LBNL testbed / UC Berkeley

Imperfect gates and qubits do introduce small errors 

James I. Colless, Vinay V. Ramasesh, Dar Dahlen, Machiel S. Blok, Jarrod R. McClean, 

Jonathan Carter, Wibe A. de Jong, Irfan Siddiqi, arXiv:1707.06408v1



IBM has since pushed larger chemical systems

Kandala et al. Nature 549, 242 (2017)

22



Where can quantum chemistry go next?

Quantum computers reaching sizes of 50 qubits

Tetracene Pentacene Coronene

CAS(18,18)                         CAS(22,22)                           CAS(24,24)

300 million SD                     100 billion SD                         1 trillion SD

π-conjugated systems present in photochemistry and 

photobiology and as building blocks of functional nanodevices



Quantum algorithm development at Berkeley

• Dynamics of chemical systems
• Non-equilibrium behavior

• Electron transport, response to external perturbations or driving forces
• Exploring first and second quantization

• Quantum machine learning (led out of Harvard)

• Improving software stack with better compilers and optimizers

• Advancing stochastic optimizers and linear algebra

24



Tackling dynamics and electron transport

changes dramatically during the reaction, even in regions
far from the active site. The electrostatic contributions
from a number of residues distal to the active site were
found to change significantly during the reaction. This
detailed analysis illustrates that the rather subtle confor-
mational changes occurring during the hydride transfer
reaction substantially alter the hydrogen bonding and
electrostatics throughout the entire enzyme.

We also performed hybrid quantum/classical molecular
dynamics simulations for the G121V mutant DHFR en-
zyme.35 As depicted in Figure 9, this residue is on the
exterior of the enzyme and is located more than 12 Å from
the active site. Nevertheless, kinetic experiments showed
that mutation of residue 121 from glycine to valine
decreased the rate of hydride transfer by a factor of 163.51,53

We mutated this residue to valine and followed the same
procedure with the identical EVB parameters used for the
wild-type DHFR simulations. The calculated free energy
barrier was 3.4 kcal/mol greater for the mutant than for
the wild-type enzyme. This increase in the barrier is
consistent with the experimental observation of a decrease
in the rate by a factor of 163, which corresponds to ∼3.0
kcal/mol increase in the free energy barrier when the
effects of the transmission coefficient are neglected. We
found that the transmission coefficient is not significantly
altered by the mutation. Analysis of the thermally averaged
structural properties along the collective reaction coor-
dinate indicates that some of the motions correlated to
hydride transfer in the wild-type enzyme are attenuated
or absent in the mutant. These results suggest that this
distal mutation interrupts the network of coupled motions,
thereby decreasing the probability of sampling configura-
tions conducive to hydride transfer and increasing the free
energy barrier.

After this initial study, we performed simulations for
the triple mutant M42F-G121S-S148A and the corre-
sponding single and double mutants.36 The locations of
these distal residues are depicted in Figure 9. Kinetic
experiments indicate that these distal mutations signifi-
cantly decrease the rate of hydride transfer and that some
of these mutations are nonadditive (i.e., the change in the
free energy barrier for the multiple mutation is not equal
to the sum of the changes for the single mutations). We
analyzed these mutants with a rank correlation analysis
method, which compares thermally averaged changes
along the collective reaction coordinate to a specified
target model.36 This analysis was performed for all inter-
atomic distances in the system comprised of the enzyme,
cofactor, and substrate. The results illustrate that residues
throughout the enzyme participate in the network of
coupled motions correlated to hydride transfer and that
each mutant samples a unique distribution of motions.
The observation of nonadditive changes to the network
of coupled motions provides an explanation for the
experimentally observed nonadditivity of the rates. This
study provides further validation that distal mutations can
lead to nonlocal structural changes54 and significantly
impact the probability of sampling conformations con-
ducive to hydride transfer.39,40

Recently we performed hybrid quantum/classical mo-
lecular dynamics simulations in which a single constraint
was applied to the distance between the R-carbons of
residues 17 and 37, as illustrated in Figure 10.37 The
constrained residues are on the exterior of the enzyme
and are separated by ∼28 Å. The choice of this constraint
was motivated by recent single molecule experiments, in
which residues 17 and 37 were labeled with fluorescent
probes.52 The overall activity and hydride transfer rates
were not altered by the presence of the probes. The
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) was ana-
lyzed using single molecule fluorescence microscopy

FIGURE 9. Three-dimensional structure of wild-type DHFR with the
NADPH cofactor shown in green and the DHF substrate shown in
magenta. The important loop regions are identified, and the residues
involved in the mutant DHFR enzymes studied are labeled with red
spheres.36

FIGURE 10. Three-dimensional structure of wild-type DHFR with
the NADPH cofactor shown in green and the DHF substrate shown
in magenta. Residues 17 and 37 are labeled with red spheres. In
the constrained simulations, the distance between the R-carbons
of these two residues is fixed.37

H-Tunneling and Protein Motion in Enzyme Reactions Hammes-Schiffer

98 ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH / VOL. 39, NO. 2, 2006

Requires coupling between quantum nuclei and quantum electrons 

# Qubits à Log
2

(# Important Electronic States);  # Cavity Modes à (# Nuclear DOF)

Dimension: 

Exascale Supercomputer Capacity (Year 2021)

2Nqubits ⇥ (d)Nmodes

D = 210 ⇥ 1010 ⇡ 1013 ⇡ 9 Peta-Bytes

Proton-shuttle due to protein 

motion in enzyme reactions

Energy transfer pathways from antenna

to reaction center in photosystem II.



Berkeley Lab works extensively with industry



Berkeley lab science focus areas

Biosciences Energy Technologies

Computing Sciences

Energy Sciences

Physical Sciences Earth & Environmental 
Sciences



Berkeley Lab hosts five National User Facilities…

The Joint Genome 
Institute

NERSC

The Molecular FoundryEnergy Sciences 
Network

The Advanced Light 
Source

FY2016



and Berkeley Lab will soon be hosting a quantum testbed 

Details, talk to Jonathan Carter - jtcarter@lbl.gov



HPC4Mfg

n Accelerate innovation

n Lower energy costs

n Reduce testing cycles

n Reduce waste

n Optimize design

n Shorten the time to market

Apply High Performance Computing (HPC) capabilities and expertise at the national 

labs to increase US Manufacturing innovation and energy efficiency and de-risk the 

adoption of HPC by US industries 

Berkeley Lab participates in HPC4Mfg program
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AND
Quantum computing



New ACT: Agreement for Commercializing Technology

More flexibility regarding Intellectual Property Rights

Better alignment with industry regarding payments and indemnification 

Multi-party research and development partnerships now possible




